
FOLDABLE - ROLLABLE - MULTIFUNCTIONAL 

SystemK



DESIGN - BUILD - CARE 
We are a Bristol-based Social Enterprise specialising in furniture design, prototyping and 

production.  We provide creative coaching through the design and build process. 

We have a passion to encourage people to rebuild their lives away from life controlling issues,  
uncovering the gold in their life journey, through the creative process. 

We have a vision to see individuals and communities empowered with the transferable mindset 
of problem solving and perseverance. 

ORIGINAL DESIGN 
We design, prototype, and produce innovative foldable - rollable- multifunctional systems, that 

can easily be used in business and residential settings, from education to catering, to multi-
spaces and homes. 

Easy installation means reducing fitting time and costs, and maintaining the ability to rearrange 
your layout to refresh your environment, or move premises with minimum fuss. 

Our furniture is designed robustly with birch ply to structurally withstand years of usage and 
moving around.  It's jointed and glued with the Festool domino system, known to be the best in 

the world. 

We're hot on recycling materials in our studios, using off cuts to make innovative products, 
creating minimal waste. 

CREATE SPACE THE SMART WAY 
SystemK was designed to solve the problem of static furniture, allowing movement of an 

enterprise within any building and the flexibility to expand or downsize. 

There are two ranges: modular rollable units known as SystemK ‘earth’ and floating foldable 
system known as SystemK ‘air’.



SystemK 'earth'   
A versatile modular rollable system allowing the freedom 

for cabinets to be moved easily for multiple situations. 



Ke-1 
Design: Kitchenette  

 
A self contained station built to your requirements 
with an optional configuration of Sink, Fridge or 
Oven+Hob 

All SystemK ‘earth’ products prices reduce with 
larger orders. 

Specification:  

- Designed to roll through most residential 
doorways 

- Top box storage with lift up 
doors 

- 24mm ply mid shelf 
- Electrical socket 4m extension 

lead 
- Size:  W-1500 x H-1800 x D-620 

Prices:  
Appliances and white goods on request 

£1650£1450£1250



Ke-2 
Design: Kitchen  

Anything you need for your kitchen starts here, from oven and hob combination packs to sink 
cabinets and recycling stations.  
Got a big party booked up? then bring out your mobile kitchen. 

 

£1750 £1350

Specification:  

- Designed to roll through residential 
doorways 

- All electrical works pat tested 
- Plumbing complete and ready to connect 
- Size:  W-1200 x H-900 x D-620

Prices:  

Appliances and white goods on request 



Ke-3 

Design: Storage  

Storage with style that can blend in like furniture, whatever the usage. You can choose the door 
colours to suit your company brand or household pallet.  
Great for restaurants, offices, kids play areas or public multi spaces 

Specification:  

- Designed to roll through residential doorways 
- Multi usage 
- Lockable door options 
- Starter size:  W-1000 x H-900 x D-600 (based on 

a 500x720 door) 

£850 £1050 £1250 £1450

Prices: 



Ke-4: The Unitable 

Design: Rollable and folding table/desk 
 
This versatile and stylish table can be easily rolled into position, or folded away against a wall as 
a desk. Great for office, studio or domestic spaces as a meeting table, work station or dining 
table. It comes in 2 sizes for larger or smaller spaces. 
 

Specification:  

- Designed to roll through residential 
doorways 

- Weighted and balanced  
- Sizes:   
- Medi W-1600 x H-770 x D-800 
- Maxi W- 2200 x H-770 x D-1100

Unitable Prices: 

- Medi £1100 
- Maxi £1400

Clocks:  
- Excess wood is used to make 2 clocks creating both 

a unique design feature and upholding our 
sustainable approach to material use. 

- Size: 260 mm diametre 

Clock Price: £35



SystemK 'air'  
  

A floating foldable and fixed multi system that allows spaces to  
breath and become truly multifunctional.  



Ka-1 
Design: Fixed Desk and shelf 

Fixed wall hung desk and shelf - suitable for apartments and studio flats, to places of 
employment or education. All our SystemK ‘Air’ products are best fit onto solid walls, if being 
fitted to plasterboard, rawl plug hollow wall anchor screws are recommended. All prices reduce 
with larger orders. 

Prices: 

- Fixed shelf £65 
- Fixed desk £145/£165 

Specification:  

- Designed with underside  
triangle supports 

- 18mm Birch ply top 
- Tough clear sprayed varnish finish 
- Desk size:  W-1200/1400 x D-600 
- Shelf size W-1000 x D-280



Ka-2 

Design: Folding Desk and Shelf  with pin boards 

Folding wall hung desk and shelf - suitable for small apartments and studio flats, to places of 
employment or education, space needs to be maximised. With folding furniture, anywhere can 
become an office, or return to a living space, quickly and easily. After use, the desk and shelves 
can be quickly and easily folded flat to the wall creating instant space. 

Specification:  
- Fitted with metal sprung brackets 
- 18mm Birch ply shelf 
- Tough clear sprayed varnish finish 
- Desk size:  W-1200/1400 x D-600 
- Shelf size W-1000 x D-280

Prices: 
- Folding shelf £85 
- Folding desk £175/£195 
- Pin Boards £40/£30 



Ka-3 

Design: Folding Shelf-Robe  

Folding wall hung multi-shelf and open wardrobe - suitable for small apartments and studio 
flats, to places of employment or education, space needs to be maximised. With folding 
furniture, anywhere can become an office, or return to a living space, quickly and easily. 

Price: 
- Folding shelf-robe £580 

Specification: 
- Fitted with metal sprung brackets 
- 12mm & 18mm Birch ply shelf 
- Tough clear sprayed varnish finish 
- Back panel size:  W-1000 x D-1900 
- Shelf size W-960 x D-280 



Ka-4 

Design: Standing computer station and printer station 

Wall hung computer and printer stations are perfect for multi spaces where people can work on 
the fly. Space is be maximised by the option of standing, stool use with easy access for 
wheelchair users. Adjustable keyboard platform levels cater for all heights. 

Prices: 
- Standing computer station £270 
- Standing printer station £250 

Specification: 
- Fitted with adjustable work desks 
- 18mm & 24mm Birch ply shelf 
- Tough clear sprayed varnish finish 
- Computer station size: W-700 x D-800 
- Computer Shelf size W-67 x D-30 
- Printer station size: W-60 x D-1000 

Display images: 
2 x computer stations 
1 x printer station



T: 0117 955 3002 

hello@josephstudios.co.uk 

www.josephstudios.co.uk


